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NorSource – phases as of last year

The grammar since its start in 2002 has gone through the following phases:  

• Phase 1, the Grounding phase (2001-04), 

• Phase 2, the Semantic Expansion phase (2005-07), 

• Phase 3, the Cross-Linguistic Coding phase (2008-10), and 

• Phase 4, the Applications phase (2010- ). 

• Web site: http://typecraft.org/tc2wiki/Norwegian_HPSG_grammar_NorSource

• As for Phase 2: a tdl-file with the semantics of spatial and temporal  relations for 
prepositions and adverbs, and sample lexical entries, fitting into any current Matrix 
grammar, can be downloaded from the site.

As for Phase 4: Two main applications … :

http://typecraft.org/tc2wiki/Norwegian_HPSG_grammar_NorSource


Application 1. Constructing an e-learning tool from an LKB grammar

The Norwegian Online Grammar Sparrer is an online language training tool 
developed at NTNU, with a direct access point at

http://regdili.hf.ntnu.no:8081/studentAce/parse

and a wiki access point at 

http://typecraft.org/tc2wiki/A_Norwegian_Grammar_Sparrer

An introduction to its ‘mal-grammar’-based design is given in Hellan et al. 2013.

This application, and a derived ‘Scrabble’ game, will be the topic of this presentation.

http://regdili.hf.ntnu.no:8081/studentAce/parse
http://typecraft.org/tc2wiki/A_Norwegian_Grammar_Sparrer


Application 2. MultiVal – the Multilingual Valency database

Web demo: ttp://regdili.hf.ntnu.no:8081/multilanguage_valence_demo/multivalence

Guidelines: http://typecraft.org/tc2wiki/Multilingual_Verb_Valence_Lexicon

The system hosts 4 languages, with altogether 50 000 verb entries, with valency
frames classified in a uniform system. The languages hosted are:

Bulgarian (lexicon import from BURGER, the Bulgarian Matrix grammar)

Ga (lexicon import from  GaGram, the Ga Matrix grammar, whose lexicon is in turn 
imported from a ToolBox lexicon of Ga, created by M.E.Kropp Dakubu)

Norwegian (lexicon import from NorSource , the Norwegian Matrix grammar)

Spanish (lexicon import from SRC , the Spanish Matrix grammar)

For documentation per February 2014 (before Bulgarian got added), see Hellan et al., LREC 2014.

The web system is stable, and steadily used, but not massively. What such a resource needs in 
addition is systematic semantic information. (Addressing this aspect, we, i.a., work, TypeCraft
and MultiVal jointly, on the connection with ImagAct.)

http://regdili.hf.ntnu.no:8081/multilanguage_valence_demo/multivalence
http://regdili.hf.ntnu.no:8081/multilanguage_valence_demo/multivalence
http://regdili.hf.ntnu.no:8081/multilanguage_valence_demo/multivalence
http://typecraft.org/tc2wiki/Multilingual_Verb_Valence_Lexicon
http://typecraft.org/tc2wiki/Multilingual_Verb_Valence_Lexicon
http://typecraft.org/tc2wiki/Multilingual_Verb_Valence_Lexicon


NorSource related

A REST API design has been created whereby more applications can be run on 
NorSource. 

First of these is a Sentence Scrabble, which builds on the Grammar Sparrer, but is 
designed as a ‘put sentences together from words’ game, with 100 words available for 
each game.

Illustrations follow, but first an update on the Sparrer itself.



The Sparrer

As before the Sparrer accepts batches of  up to 10 sentences, each with max. 10 
words. The design with freely chosen inputs is maintained, which, with a lexicon of 
nearly 85,000 entries and a grammar with 250 syntax rules etc., can never be under 
full control; but it’s improving…

Responses are now given (in order of creation) in English, Polish, Italian, German, 
Chinese, Bulgarian, Arabic , and Norwegian  (all languages supplied collegially and for 
free, from friends in in- and outland).

Pages with examples of feedback messages  are also available on TypeCraft for most 
languages, while the wiki pages describing aspects of Norwegian grammar – now 
about 20 pages – are still only in English.

Explanations can help only so much, so considerable work has been spent during the 
last year on making the Generation facility more robust, so that by now, nearly all of 
the 130 mal-messages are accompanied by generation of a/the correct version (see 
later).



Next to the Sparrer – Norwegian Sentence  Scrabble

http://regdili.hf.ntnu.no:5051/page/#/play

Combines the grammar sparrer concept with gamification to create a more engaging 
user experience. 

Uses the same parsing, generation and error message components as the grammar 
sparrer through the aforementioned API.

100 words, from a total set of 1100,  are provided for each game, in ratios between 
nouns, verbs, adjectives and the various more functional word classes, alphabetically 
ordered in one list. The system uses the full set of syntax rules, but a restricted 
vocabulary, which lets us avoid the most problematic word/construction 
combinations.

Instruction on the game site:

Use the provided words to form grammatical Norwegian sentences. Nouns, adjectives 
and verbs are provided in their basic form. These have to be inflected when put 
together to sentences. Other words can only be used in the form provided.

Refresh the browser to start a new game.

http://regdili.hf.ntnu.no:5051/page/
http://regdili.hf.ntnu.no:5051/page/


Next to the Sparrer – Norwegian Sentence  Scrabble

The Scrabble is not yet ‘advertised’, as we are still in a developing phase, and with 
little time. 

A minor improvement to be made is to order nouns by themselves, verbs and 
adjectives by themselves, to make it easier to look for a ‘plot’ for each sentence. 

A major desideratum will be to somehow distinguish between semantically 
reasonable and semantically less reasonable sentences (short of that, one can use 
words as ‘ontologically neutral’ as possible). 

And related to this, explore vocabulary size and composition for optimal engagement 
and learning. 

A further problem, also for the Sparrer, is how to reward grammatically complex 
sentences without leading the users beyond the capabilities of the grammar.



With grammar mistakes …

The system is based on the same set of error handling and feedback 
messages as the Grammar Sparrer, illustrated below. In such cases the 
number of error messages is subtracted from the score otherwise 
earned by the number of words;

2 points: den tørr akademiker sove

The adjective "tørr" is conjugated as an indefinite, but stands with a 
definite determiner. 

The word "sove" is in infinitive, but should be in past or present 
tense. 

Suggested correction: Den tørre akademikeren sover

Next slides: a game at initial stage, the view at an ended game, and a game started 
with feedback in Chinese.



Sentence  Scrabble - screenshot from a game



Sentence  Scrabble – the game ended (with 44 points)



New game, now with mal-responses in Chinese



Glimpses from the Sparrer

Returning to the Sparrer, we first show a batch of four sentences, all ungrammatical in 
ways pointed out in the ma-lmessages, and then examples of what gets generated in 
three of the cases.

After that, for the multi-lingual pleasure of it, the mal-responses as they look for some 
other languages, and finally the feedback overview, in one of the languages. (Although 
there are 130 token mal-messages, they are grouped in 25 main types, and one 
example per type is offered.)



The Sparrer – illustrating a small batch, responses in English



Generation for sentence 2 – “*et gutt ikke kommer”



Generation for sentence 3 – “*Jeg ser gutten sin”



Generation for sentence 4 – “*Ola skammer”



The Sparrer – illustrating a small batch, responses in English



The Sparrer – illustrating a small batch, responses in English



The Sparrer – illustrating a small batch, responses in English



Aspects of the technical infrastructure

The following slides summarize the main aspects of the webservices.



Webservices for Parsing and Generating

• The webservices are used in our web applications

• The services use the AceScriptLibrary to parse and generate with ACE

• The library reads from and writes to Unix processes. We have one
process for parsing and another for generating.

• Download library from: http://regdili.hf.ntnu.no:8081/norsourceDownload/

http://regdili.hf.ntnu.no:8081/norsourceDownload/


Parameters for Parse Webservice

• statement, the statement to be parsed

• syntax, true/false in order to receive syntax trees or not 

• readings, in the interval [1..10]

• mrs, true/false in order to receive MRSes or not

• client, the name of the calling application for our sentence log 



Parameters for Generate Webservice

• mrs, the MRS in LKB format to be generated 

• statement, for our statement log

• client, the name of the calling application for our sentence log 



http://regdili.hf.ntnu.no:8081/bongram/rest/parse?statement=mannen+smiler



Forward

Ever improving the grammar, internally, as well as regarding robustness-enabling 
facilities (see slides from last year’s presentation).

Getting users for the scrabble and the sparrer, but also for the API as such. Thus, we 
are exploring the possibility of driving traffic to the API as parsing as a service for 
interested third parties.

And for use of the LKB architecture more generally in semantic and typological 
research, resuming work on Grammar Induction from IGT (cf. Hellan and Beermann
2014).
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